
OUR ACTIVITIES MENU

The giant spiderweb The giant A

Crawling, climbing or
jumping, everything is

permitted except
touching the threads
of our giant canvas ...

A good team
coordination is

primary to move our
giant A wooden

structure!

Bow shooting Mystery box

Open your eye and
aim straight ! Hit the
center of the target

with your bow to
score.

Touch only to find out
what is inside our

mystery box. Guessing
is harder than it

seems...

Disc golf

Throw the frisbee
inside the baskets

along the course. The
team that has the least

throws wins !

The blind

A player will be chosen
amongst the team to
guide his colleagues

who are about to
perform a blindfolded
walk. Classic direction

indications are
forbidden! Will you
find the right group

language?



OUR ACTIVITIES MENU

Father Fourrat Chinese puzzles

Our Father Fourrat
will ask you a riddle.

Your team has about 2
minutes to solve it.

Ready to rack your
brain? Solve as many

puzzles as you can  
within the allotted

time.

The nail 13 stones

Players must get the
nail in the wooden
with the least hits

possible!

Participants play
against the game

master. 13 stones are
displayed in front of

you, the one who takes
out the last stone

loses...

Tug-of-war Forbidden circle

Will you win this
famous challenge

involving strength &
team synchronisation?

With the provided
material you will have
to craft a structure to
carry a ball from one
area to another. You

will have at your
disposal ropes, inner

tube & locks.



OUR ACTIVITIES MENU

Minefields Da Vinci's bridge

Will your team be able
to find a safe way

through this minefield 
Trial and Error will be

the key words.
Communication and

memory your precious
assets!

Using available wood
pieces, your team will
have to reproduce the

famous bridge
imagined by Leonardo

Da Vinci in 1502!

The wheelbarrow race Haystack throw

You will race as a
team. Choose a driver

and a person to be
driven in the

wheelbarrow. Funny
moment guaranteed!

Piranha river

Using a fork you will
have to throw as many

haystack as possible
above the bar.

Aqueduct

The river is infested
with piranhas! In order
not to let one of your

colleague or
yourselves drown, you

will have to
demonstrate ingenuity

using only two bases
and a log of wood to

survive.

Using gutters of
different sizes, you will

have to harvest as
much water as you can
in the given container.

The only way to
achieve this is to

coordinate yourself
with the whole team so

you don't waist any
drop! Good luck!



OUR ACTIVITIES MENU

Bag race

A truly FUN race using
burlap bags. First to

pass the finish line will
won!

4 players will be inside
the SAME bag! The rest
of the group will have

to lead them to the
finish line! It won't be

so easy that you think
to coordinate your

team!

Crate race Ring throwing

Coordinate as a team
to cross the course as

quickly as possible
using the crates placed

at your disposal.

Mölkky

Use your throwing
skills to pile rings on

the spikes.

Viking Chess Game

Score as many points
as possible by

knocking off pins
within the time limit

allowed.

Compete against the
other team playing the
popular Swedish game
"Kubb". Precision and

strategy will be
necessary.

XXL bag race



OUR ACTIVITIES MENU

Perfect balance

Relay race in 3 steps:
crouched, crab sat and

sat while holding a
box in balance. Try to

be faster than the
others!

Our instructor
challenges you with
different and varied
team boosters in one
minute! 3, 2,1 ... Go!

Handcuffs Polo

Wherever the rope
goes you go...

Weight throw

Hang your wooden
horse with one hand,
hold mallet with the
other one and try to
send the ball back to
the opposing team.

Hungry hippo

Lying on a skateboard
and guided by your
colleague, you will
have to collect as

many balls as possible
with your crate!

Victory never comes
easily...

Minute to wint it!

Throw the weights as
far as possible to win

the game!



OUR CUSTOMERS' FAVORITES

Le lancer de poids

The monks have been making
beverages for centuries, will

you be able to recognize these
beers by tasting them?

The chocolatier Jean-
Philippe Darcis is known for
its confectionery. Will you

you be able to recognize the
flavors of its delicious

macaroons?

For this challenge you will have
to taste different insects, from

the smallest to the biggest!
How far will you be capable to

go to lead your team to the
victory?

Monk's treasure Sweet tasting

Mr. Strange's tasting

Le lancer de poids

You have a clear idea of an
activity that isn't in our

brochure. Share your wishes
with us. We will do our utmost

to achieve them!

Tailor made challenge

These 4 activities are available with an additional fee per person.
Contact us for a custom made offer!


